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About This Game

SoulHunt is a ‘Hide ‘n Seek’ multiplayer game.
A set of skills and mechanics offer a wide range of hiding and hunting experiences, be or feel the thrill of the Soulhunt.
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Title: SoulHunt
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
WinterCell Studios
Publisher:
WinterCell Studios
Release Date: 23 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP

Processor: 2 ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space
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This game should nto be on steam.. A crappy version of bust-a-move with no windowed mode to allow you to watch something
else while you play.

The controls feel awful and most of the minigames are really bad. The most interesting mode was VS., but that got boring after
a single game.

It feels like this is one of those old games that publishers just dump onto steam without updating or caring if it is any good just
to get some essentially free money.. Esta muerto.. not a bad game buy when on sale. Toricky is a quite a fun and promising
game. I'm playing this game on a MacBook Pro and It started out a bit rusty with the controls and gameplay upon initial release
but lots of prompt updates have really fixed the issues and made the game a lot more playable. The graphics and artwork are
fantastic and I love the soundtrack. The levels are well designed and very interactive and you are able to pick up objects and use
against enemies and the physics is actually quite accurate. This game will appeal to those who like games with higher difficulty
levels. All in all this is a very beautifully designed game which I think will get better and better with time. Definitely
recommend this one.
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poor rip-off of Farming Simulator. Not even worth 10 cents on sale. Game is good overall, I like it, it's one of the nicest point-
and-click adventure games I played, yet it gets only a borderline recommendation, as it also has some rather hard to ignore
downsides.

Pros:
-nice noir atmosphere, immersive and cool
-the dialog lines usually manage to avoid being boring or annoying
-interesting enough plot (until the ending)
-Steam Trading Cards and some really nice Steam profile backgrounds

Cons:
- Greta's voice acting is horrendous, no tone change and no inflexions, she sounds... cheap and bored at all time
- typical point-and-click game issues concerning logical matches, like when using a candy wrap to fix a wire
- I can't find out how to make the game run in a window, and permanent full-screen is a bit annoying, to say the least
- no Steam achievements
- comes with the worse type of ending, the cliffhanger "to be continued" ending. Discreet arcade! When I bought it in 2012, the
dlc never worked! I've never played it for the problem that is not tied to yuplay (gaijin.net). You are advised not to buy the
game, nor is the dlc of Wings of prey. Sorry that steam and valve legalize this scam to the consumer of a game that is not
playable. If the gaijin.net would be a serious company would rebuff and invite you to the arcade of War Thunder. But who
knows knows that they are not serious! nothing to say for the graphics! For the rest if you want to play without spending money
on a non-serious arcade game.. fun update of a classic game.. I have been a fan of nether since 2015. This game is indeed a
complete replica of the first nether of which I also paid extra for a special titled version of the game and received more gold
coins or something that was a cosmetic currency.

The old nether was abandoned by the devs, full to the brim with hackers using the most basic hack software, game of
overwhelmingly buggy but playable and ofcourse the community died.

However I strongly recommend this game because of the hard work and dedication they are putting into the new title! The old
nether died because of the gameplay and the hackers. BUT ITS ALL CHANGING!

I bought this the other week and it was trash, i come back online 2 days later and its been updated. They added content updates
twice in 10 days. They added a very strong anti cheat. They are constantly fixing mistakes and they're always active.

You are paying for the nether you always wanted it to be. It's finally getting the right work done on it and I sure wouldnt be
surprised if one day the whole game completely changed like how rust alpha became its current glory.

I have incredible high hopes for this game! But however
CONS:
The game can be repetitive. You get money, you get keys, you go out and get loot, you get strong weapons meds and heavy mele
and paragliders. You go to kill a reaper surge. You cash in his blades, you get a exclusive OP LMG. then go deliver packages
rinse and repeat. I do believe this will be changed or more stuff will be added
. it's a very addictive game. Like War Thunder but not for people who don't have joysticks. I don't have a joystick.
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